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October 18, 1990

Mr. H. Dennis Mason, Jr., Nuclear Production Engineer
Nuclear Production Department - Maintenance
Duke Power Company
P. 0. Box 33189
422 South Church Street
Charlotte, North Carolina 28242

Subject: McGuire Nuclear Station
2A2 Feedwater Heater
Under Shell Inspection - Report
File - DPCo, MNS01

Dear Dennis:

Accompanying this letter are three copies of my report, analysis and
photos concerning the under shell inspection of the 2A2 feedwater heater.
The title on the front of the report copies pretty much sums up my thoughts
on the failure mechanism leading to the dislodgement of the 1 0C support in
2A2, which lead to the plate moving up into the bundle U-bends and causing
the crimping-type damage first described by Carl Lindell, Cramer-Lindell
Engineers, in March of this year. Might I compent that Carl did an excellent
job of describing the damage he saw through his eddy current data. I only
wish each client I dealt with had that kind of data to support my investi-
gations each time I came to a site.

In each report you'll find the following:
(a) A report describing the site trips and damage investigated
(b) Att. la., a copy of my 9/19/84 MEMO1 TO FILE on the Unit 1 "C" heaters
(c) Att. lb., a copy an excerpt from a 6/6/84 paper I did in Washington,

originally attached to the 9/19/84 memo
(d) Att. 2, a memo correcting my 9/19/84 memo, dated 10/3/84
(e) Att. 3, a copy of Cramer-Lindell's damaged tube report for 1A2, dated

2/26/90
(f) Att. 4, a copy of my photo log and notes from the 2A2 investigation
(g) Att. 5, copies of 58 photos from my site trips on 10/6&9/90
(h) Att. 6, a copy of the bundle support structure drawing for 2A2
(i) Att. 7, a copy of McGuire print MC-1596-2 (training print)
(j) Atts. 8a.-8g., copies of the heater specification sheets
(k) Att. 9a., MNS 1-F.W. Temperature Rise Across Heater String
(1) Att. 9b., MNS 2- " " " " " "

(m) Att. 10, MNS "A" and "B" heater drain systems as they exist,
(n) Att. 11a., MNS "A" and "B" heater drain systems as they should be changed
(o) Att. 11b., probable material requirements for changing the drain systems.

Please also find attached a copy of my typical "Trip Sheet" showing acc-
umulated charges for my services and a copy of the invoice that will go to
Duke Power accounting.

7209-E East W.T, Harris Blvd. - Suite 200 * P.O. Box 25700 - Charlotte, N.C. 28229
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If I may be of further assistance to you or Bill Smith at McGuire,
please don't hesitate to call. Likewise, If you have any questions on the
report's contents please call.

Thank you both for thinking of Thomas G. Haynes - PPHX to assist you
in the analysis of 2A2 at McGuire. We are at your disposal in the future
should you have additional need of my available expertises.

Sincerely,

b~

Thomas G. Haynes, Owner
Thomas G. Haynes - PPHX



October 18, 1990

MEMO TO FILE

Ref: T.G. Haynes' 9/19/64 MEMO TO FILE Addressing "C"
Heaters' Venting and Drains Problems and His
Involvement 3/9-13/90 With "A" Thru "E'" F.W. Heaters'
Internal Vent System Perforations on Unit 1 at McGuire,
While In The Employ of Duke Power Company

Subject: Duke Power Company
McGuire Nuclear Station
Unit 2 - Feedwater Heater A2
Bundle Inspection To Verify and Determine
Cause Of Bent Upper Support Plates
File-DPCo MNSO1

On 10/3 and 4/90, T.G. Haynes, Feedwater Heater Consultant -
PPHX, was contacted by W.E. Smith, D.P.Co. - McGuire Nuclear
Station, and H.D. Mason, Jr., D.P.Co - Nuclear Maintenance,
concerning an undershell inspection of 2A2 Feedwater Heater
on Unit 2 during the current, ongoing refueling outage.

On 10/4/90 (Thursday), Mr. Mason telephoned a confirmation
purchase order to Mr. Haynes to invoice his subsequent site
trip(s), formal report time, and expenses to. Mr. Haynes was
to be on site, at approximately 10:00 a.m. on 10/5/90. Mr.
Haynes was on site at 9:45 a.m. and ready for work at 10:00
a.m. Mr. Haynes returned to the McGuire site on 10/6, 10/9
and 10/11 at site personnel's request for further work and to
attend a meeting on 10/11/90.

Mr. Smith's and Mr. Mason's principal concerns were; (a.)
verifying suspected damage in 2A2, which appeared generic to
all six (6) "A" heaters in the plant, and (b.) attempting to
describe the damage mechanism, so it could be precluded in
the future.

Plant Trio Report
Duke Power Company - McGuire Nuclear Station. Off
Highway 73, West of Cornelius, North Carolina.

-Q (*Principal Contacts)
*W.E. (Bill) Smith - D.P.Co., McGuire Maintenance
*H.D. Mason, Jr. - D.P.Co., Nuclear Maintenance
P.J. Pantazes - Dir. of F.W. Heater Engineering,

Senior Engineering (Formerly Southwestern
Engineering Co.)

Clay Thomas - President, Polytech Inc. (Senior
Engineering Group Ltd. Sales Representative)

Kevin Connell - D.P.Co., DE-MNS
T.M. Love - D.P.Co., DE-MNS (Formerly)
John Jones - Hartford, MNS AI
Randy Cline - Hartford, AI
H.G. Williamson - D.P.Co., Fossil Maintenance
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A.D. Gallaher - Supervisor, Cramer - Lindell
Engineers (ET Level III)

W.H. Scheffler - D.P.Co.. DE-MN
T. Foster - D.P.Co., DE-MNS, Equipment
(+) others

Problem EauimntD•jptj.Qn:
Unit No. 2, H.P. F.W. Heater No. 2A2, designed and

manufactured by Southwestern Engineering Company
in 1971-1974 timeframe in Commerce City, Calif.
at old 6111 Bandini Boulevard plant (near Los
Angeles).

Heater is a 2-zone, vertical-head-down (VHD) design
with integral condensing (CZ) and drain cooling
(DCZ) zones, having an approximately thermally
centered (longitudinally, on the CZ) steam inlet
nozzle at the centerline of the hot-pass bundle
tubing. Heater is tubed with .035 inch wall SA-
249-304 tubing.

Southwestern Engineering Company File No. 28319,
Job No. 3366-1, Item A - Alternate 1, Revised.

Observations and PrU cL tion:

Since September 1984 or before McGuire Nuclear
Station has had significant, recognized feedwater
heater train problems, beginning with those
described in a MEMO TO FILE written by T.G. Haynes
on 9/19/84, copy attached (Attachments la. & lb.),
and in a followup MEMO TO FILE on 10/3/84, copy
attached (Attachment 2). Those memos were con-
cerned with the potential inappropriate design
interface between the "C" heaters and "C" heater
drain tanks and their associated systems. The
brunt of the problem described involved flooding of
the "C" heaters, which drain only by gravity to
their drain tanks, caused by the introduction of
flashing or higher energy drains into the drain
tanks from other sources.

The lack of a condensing heat sink in the tanks
combined with undersized vent lines from the tanks
to the heaters caused/causes a pressure differen-
tial between them. Each 1 PSI of differential
translates into 2.31 ft. of condensate holdup in
the "C" heaters above the level(s) in the drain
tank(s).

In 9/84 this flooding appeared significant enough
to flood the tank-to-heater equalization vent lines
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and "C" heater non-condensible vent offtake sys-
tems. This would lead to performance problems, due
to airbinding in the "C" heaters, which would lead
to the "B" and "A" heaters, downstream, extracting
more steam to maintain heater train(s) performance.
Subsequently, the "B" and "A" heaters have been
required to perform beyond design from the first
day of operation of both units.

Also in the 1983-'84 timeframe, a feedwater heater
training seminar involving T.G. Haynes, D.P.Co. -
F.P.D., F.E. Linley, S.E.Co. - V.P. of Q.A. (Train-
ing Seminar Organizer), and P.J. Pantazes, S.E.Co.-
Director of Feedwater Heater Engineering, was held
for 2-3 days at the N. Tryon St., Charlotte, N.C.,
Holiday Inn for approximately 100-150 Nuclear Pro-
duction Department personnel. At this meeting Mr.
Haynes and Mr. Pantazes made attendees aware of
then recent findings at Belews Creek, that the
Carbn Steel internal vent system piping in S.E.Co.
heater designs was prone to elbow perforation
failure within 5 years of initial heater operation.
McGuire and Catawba personnel were specifically
advised, because of their susceptible equipment.

With the (9/84) known flooded operation of the "C"
heaters at McGuire this meant perforation would
occur quickly after initial operation.

In early 1990 W.E. Smith and H.D. Mason of N.P.D.
contacted Mr. Haynes to find out what could be
causing suspected performance losses in the heater
trains at McGuire. Mr. Haynes relayed the pre-
ceeding information and encouraged investigation of
the internal vent systems in "A" thru "G" heaters
as soon as possible. In March 1990 they requested
Mr. Haynes come to McGuire to assist in their
investigation and discuss the overall effect a
significant number of perforations could cause.
Apparently, McGuire personnel were investigating a
significant loss of megawatts on one or both units.

The ultimate outcome of Mr- Smith's and Mr. Mason's
investigation on Unit 1 was that all (15) fifteen
"A" thru "E" heaters were found to have total or
partial internal vent systems perforation, with the
most serious damage in the "C", "D" and "E" heaters
and apparent lesser magnitude damage in the "B" and
"A" heaters. At the same time Mr. Mason and Mr.
Haynes found "F" - "G" heater drain tank problems,
somewhat similar to the "C" drain tank problems and
"G" heater vents apparently running flooded.
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All of this meant, that with "G", "E", "D", "C",
"B" and "A" heaters running partially, or some
potentially, fully airbound, that the upper end of
the feedwater trains ("A" and "B}") were at least,
sporadically, seeing major shellside steam flow
overload and thermal delta temperature overload,
tubeside.

In March 1990 Mr. Haynes was asked if he knew how
apparent upper support plate damage to tubing,
found and described by Mr. Carl Lindell, Cramer-
Lindell Engineers, Inc., during eddy current test-
ing of the "A" heaters (Attachment 3), was occur-
ring. At that time Mr. Haynes responded and made
notes to the effect that perforated vent systems in
lower pressure heaters were causing shellside and
thermal overload of the "A" heaters, at least
sporadically. He further speculated; (a.) that
overload conditions may have thrust upper support
plates in the "A"s upward, causing a structural
failure or, (b.) that thermal overload of the "A"s
had caused U-bend distortion, leading to structural
damage.

The "Photo Log and Notes" (Attaclhnent 4) and
.Shellpull Inspection Photos" (Attachment 5) which
follow this troubleshooting report confirm one or
both potential failure mechanisms as the ultimate
cause of damage. Either mechanism is capable of
causing initial structural failure at support plate
1OC (see Attachment 6 for structural nomenclature).

A potential tertiary failure mechanism was also
found. Apparently, water hammer in MSR drain
inlets on the "A"s was a problem 5-6 years ago.
The shellpull investigation of 2A2 revealed that
shutdown of the unit was accomplished with 2A2
heater flooded to about the 8B support plate,
through magnetite water marks found in the shell.

If prior to 5-6 years ago, before MSR-to-"A" water-
hammer problems were alleviated, MSR drains had
been operated during startup with the "A" shells
similarly flooded, the effect internal to "A"
shells from MSR flashing drain actuation would
have been the equivalent of using the water level
in the heaters as a hydraulic water piston. This
would have caused similar structural damage to that
described above.

Any of the following listed causes may have caused
the initial structural damage:
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(a.) She.iside steam flow overload. lead tng to
upward thrust damage, above the steam inlet

(b.) Tubeside delta temperature overload,
leading to excess thermal growth of U-bends.
in operation and subsequent damage at 10G,
greatest on the hot pass side

(a.) Water piston effect, leading to hydraulic
thrust damage to uppermost support, prin--
cipally

The failure mechanism may also have been a combi--
nation of (a.), (b.) and/or (c.).

Since the majority of damage has been done above
the steam inlet, and since tube damage is worst at
10C, lesser at 9C and least at 8B plate, and all or
most support bar compressive bending is exhibited
from plate 71 up, Mr. Haynes believes some form of
upward thrust loading (hydraulic or steamflow) on
7B, 8B, 9C and 10C plates caused the (4) four hot.-
pass tie rods to fail, leading to uncontrolled
thermal overload growth and contraction ratcheting
of 10C plate into its current position.

Ultimately, the combined effects of "G" and "C"
heater vent systems flooding and "E", "D", "C", "1B"
heater vent systems perforating, causing downstream
shellside flow overload or tubeside thermal over-
load in the "A's, possibly augmented by some
hydraulic waterhamner effects originating at the
MSR drain inlets, has caused the "A" heaters'
damage.
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This concludes our report on 2A2 heater at McGuire Nuclear
Station. Suspected damage is verified and several potential
damage mechanisms are herein discussed to assist in avoidance
in the future.

BY: Thomas G. Haynes, 1wner
PPHX

Attachments: (11)
I - T.G. Haynes' 9/19/84 MEMO TO FILE
2 - T.G. Haynes' 10/3/84 MEMO TO FILE
3 - Cramer-Lindell Engineers, Inc. ET Data
4 - Photo Log and Notes - Heater 2A2
5 - MNS 2A2 Heater Inspection Photos
6 - MNS 2A2 Bundle Print
7 - Dwng. No. MC-1596-2
8 - MNS "A" - "G" Heater Data Sheets
9 - MNS F.W. Htr. Strings Temp. Rise

10 - "A" and "B" Heater Drains Systems As-Built
i1 - "A" and "B" Heater Drains Systems As They Need To Be

Modified

cc: DPCo MNSOI Technical File (1)
H.D. Mason, Jr. (3)
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Attachment la.

September 19, 1984

MEMO TO FILE

Subject: McGuire Nuclear Station
Unit I - Secondary Side
"C" F. W. Heaters and Drain Tank Systems
MC-252..20, 259.35, 209.08, 209.06

On September 17, 1984, T. G. Haynes, Fossil Maintenance, accompanied W. C.
Barker, Nuclear Maintenance, to McGuire Nuclear Station to discuss apparent
systems problems surrounding the Unit 1 "C" F. W. Heaters with operating
engineers at McGuire. Visual and noise problems witnessed with the heater
installations were as follows;

(a) Heater drain tank vent lines to the "C" heaters exhibited visual
and audible effects of water hammer and perking at the heater
inlets.

(b) "C" heater vent lines exhibited similar problems. It was noted
that heater vent lines, which operate at the heater outlets at
saturation, were not insulated, had 15 to 20 foot vertical piping
legs, and no condensate traps at low points in the piping.

Based on similar phenomenon witnessed at LS-3, AS 1-5, and MS 1-4, it is
suspected that the "C" heater drain flash tanks are operating at higher
saturation pressure than the "C" feedwater heater shells due to the admission

of high energy flashing drains (8") from the "B" heaters and two (2-8")
high energy flashing drains from the MSR's to the heater drain flash tanks.
The flash tank vapor supply lines to each "C" heater are 8 inch in diameter.
It is known in this situation that unless the vent lines are infinitely
sized that a pressure differential will exist between heater drain flash
tanks and associated heater shells. Pressure differentials as high as 22(+)
PSI have been measured previously in similar system designs.

The "7" (heater drain tank vent lines) connections on the heaters are centered
6' 3/4" above prescribed normal liquid levels in the "C" heaters. A pressure

5A ?.T: differential ofjkh.-4PSI between the tank and heater shell would be sufficient
&D*&-•cr; to bias the heater liquid level up to the center line of the drain tank
x- 0/1184. vent inlet. Greater differential would raise internal compensate levels
WItJiO 1b entirely above tank vent inlets to heaters.

The effects would be:

(a) Perking noises (marbles in a bottle) at heater vent inlets; confirmed
to exist.
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(b) Water hammer and movement of vent lines between tanks and heaters,
severity dependent on elevation of biased levels in heater and

extent to which condensate is backed into vent lines leading to
slug flow; confirmed to exist.

(c) Water hammer and shaking of vent lines in conjunction with two-
phase flow erosion of non-condensible vent offtake lines;
confirmed to exist. When condensate level rises in heaterdue
to level bias, internal vertical tube bundle duct systems flood
leading to severe erosion of internal vent offtake system components
similar to damage found in the BCSS Unit 2 "C" heaters in Spring '84.

(d) Choked two-phase flow in external non-condensible vent piping
which will eventually lead to air binding of the "C" heater shells
causing partial or full loss of performance of the heaters and
increased general corrosion of heater internals; operating engineers
indicated no noticeable loss of performance, as yet; corrosion
unconfirmed but probable due to extensive use of carbon steel
in the construction of heater internals.

(e) Impingement erosion and damage to bundles adjacent flash tank
vent inlets. Vent inlets are designed for single-phase vapor,
not two-phase vapor/condensate flow; unconfirmed but probable.

(f) Localized damage at condenser vent inlets for similar reasons;
unconfirmed but possible.

(g) Erosion of flash tank vent piping; unconfirmed but probable.

(h) Loss of condensing surface in "C" heaters due to increased condensate

levels which will cause loss of heater performance; operating

engineers indicated no notable loss of performance, as yet.

(i) Surge flow in extraction lines.

(j) The potential for TWI via "C" extraction with extensive water
level excursions in "C" shells.

Additionally, rumbling was noted in the heater shells adjacent steam inlets.
Steam inlets also exhibited considerable movement and line vibrationvwhich
could indicate internal condensate levels are near steam inlets centered
15' 3/4" above normal liquid levels. A pressure differential of &--PSI S,' P7$
between tanks and shells is all that would be required to cause partial Co Timp

flooding of the steam inlets. The effects would be as described above /0/1/0ý
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depending on severity and would include, adjacent steam inlets:

(a) Shell I. D. erosion,

(b) Bundle erosion,

(c) Internal steam duct erosion,

(d) Steam inlet nozzle erosion.

It should be noted as discussed in the attached excerpt from a paper delivered
by T. G. Haynes and C. H. Favor to E.P.R.I. in Washington, D. C. on June
6, 1984 that system design options are available to alleviate all problems
associated with system abnormalities discussed above.

Those options include:

(a) Dumping high energy flashing drains directly into "C" heater shells
to alleviate pressure differentials. "C" heater shell pressures
are controlled by extraction steam saturation pressures unless
flash steam volume at pressure exceeds the condensing heat sink
enthalpy and flow requirements for extracted vapor at pressure.

(b) Increasing drain line sizes between heaters and tanks to accom-
modate higher condensate flows now entering heaters.

(c) Removal of check valves in drain lines between heaters and tanks,
as they serve no useful design purpose and if they stick can lead
to drain tank starvation and drain pump cavitation and damage.

(d) Relegating the duty of heater drain flash tanks to that of heater
drain pump suction volume tanks.

(e) Adding level sight glasses to tanks and heater shells to allow
verification in operation that differential levels are minimal
or non-existant.

It must be realized that the check valves serve no useful design purpose
and that as typically found in these systems they tend to further hold back
flow and exacerbate level problems in the heaters. If they stick in-service,
due to slamming associated with holdup flow to the tanks, they have the
potential to cause severe drain pump damage, reduced reliability, and increased
maintenance, due to pump volute, impeller and seal damage caused by reduced
NPSHA, which leads to two-phase flow erosion and cavitation damage.

In conjunction with the above modifications the following should be followed
up on:
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(a) Insulation of non-condensible vent lines to hold condensate
formation in the vent lines and heat losses to the atmosphere
to a minimum.

(b) Trapping non-condensible vent lines around all vertical up and
down piping runs to remove condensate and keep two-phase flow
erosion of piping to a minimum.

(c) Rerouting "C" heater and drain tank emergency dumps directly off
the drain tanks and making the dump regulators proportional instead
of quick opening. This will lead to more stable pump operation
by alleviating suction starvation and will stabilize tank and
heater level more quickly after actuation. Currently, pump suction
lines are 16 inch diameter with 14 inch diameter emergency dumps
"T"ed off of them. Rapid actuation of existing emergency drain
regulators apparently swings systems considerably. Proportional
regulators should actuate at normal tank level when normal drain
regulators are fully stroked and drain tank levels continue to
increase.

The outcomes of meeting with McGuire operating engineers is as follows:

(a) Differential pressures between tanks and shells will be measured.
The differential liquid elevations between tank NLL's and actual
shell levels will be calculated based on pressure differentials
(2.33 PSI/ft. of differential level). This will allow actual
heater liquid level to be determined.

(b) Vents off the tanks will be routed into extraction lines and be
isolated from normal tank vent inlets to heaters to determine if
rumbling at heater vent inlets can be temporarily stopped. Water
hammers in tank vent lines should also stop unless heater vent
inlet nozzles are excessively flooded. TWI via "C" extractions
must be guarded against.

(c) Tank vents will be returned to normal setup and high energy drains (3)
to the tanks will be rerouted, one at a time, to the condenser(s)
taking care not to starve the tanks and subsequently the drain pumps.
Rerouting the flows will eventually make the normal drain controllers
downstream of the pumps erratic due to flow reductions to the low
ends (20 to 40%) of stable valve flow capabilities. Tank levels
may drop, leading to pump recirculation operation. Care should be
exercised to protect pumps from starvation and/or cavitation.

Item (c) should alleviate pressure differentials, level differentials, vater
hammering, line motions and rumbling sounds. If such proves true, system
design problems and their effects as described above are verified. After
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verification, justified NSM's should be written to modify systems and
alleviate problems and the potential for equipment damage and reduced reliability.

An NSM to correct vent system erosion, insulation and trapping problems
should be initiated no matter what the outcome of other testing. The integrity
of internal vent offtake systems in the heaters must also be verified to preclude
internal erosion/corrosion damage to the bundles.

Whom~a G... ftaynes
Fossil Maintenance

TGH/rgw

cc: P. H. Barton - w/attachments
G. W. Hallman - w/attachments
M. D. Mclntoch - w/attachments
T. F. Wyke - w/attachments

B. L. Peele - w/attachments
D. H. Gabriel - w/attachments
Pete Herran - w/attachments
W. C. Barker - w./o attachments
C. H. Favor - w/o attachments
Dave McGinnis - w/o attachments
John Silver - w/o attachments
Dennis Bumgardner - w/o attachments
David White - w/o attachments
Eric Reid - w/o attachments



Attachment lb.

Electric Power Research Institute
Symposium on State-of-the-Art
Feedwater Heater Technology

June 5-7, 1984

Title

A System Approach
the Selection and
Heaters.

to Design Considerations and Recommendations for
Placeeent of Retrofit Vertical Head-Down Feedwater

Presented June 6, 1984
in Session III By:

C. H. Favor, Duke Power Company
T. G. Haynes, Duke Power Company



Additional level control problems surfaced in the E" heaters and their drain

flash tanks. In these particular designs the "E" heater shell levels are control-

led by controllers mounted on and controlling the heater drain flash tank levels

to protect the drain pumps against low HPSH. Given the type of flash effluents

entering the tanks, the size of the tanks, and the size of the vent lines between

the tanks and heater shells, pressure differentials are set up between the tanks

and heater shells.. The inconsistent pressure biases in most cases force levels

to vildly fluctuate in drain tanks and to bias up in the heater shells, as drain

flash tank pressures are higher and inconsistent due to flashing in the tanks.
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The original setup of the drain tanks is as follows (see Figure DOCa.)):

The "A" heaters' drains cascade to "0", cascade to *C", cascade to "D" heater

which cascades to the 'E" heater drain flash tanks through the 0"" drain regulators.

"E" heaters drain by gravity to their heater drain flash tanks through check

valves. Flashed vapor over condensate in the drain flash tanks is extracted to

the 'E" heaters through vent lines running from the top of the drain flash tanks

directly into the heater shells. A drain nozzle out the bottom of the flash

tanks feeds suction to the heater drain pus which pump forward into the low

pressure condensate/feedwater piping between 'E" and '0" feedwater heaters.

Recirculatlon flow taken off downstream of the heater drain pumps is returned to

the heater drain flash tanks, IE heater and flash tank emergency drains to

condensers are taken off piping between drain tanks and drain pLmps.

Major problems associated with the preceeding system description are as follows:

a. The flash tank sizes and capacitances are marginal to inadequate for
level control;

b. Flashing in the tanks continuously maintains saturation pressures in
the tanks above heater shell saturation pressures; this continuously
biases levels up in the heater shells since shell and tank levels are
maintained by controllers mounted on the tanks;

c. The drain check valves between the "E" heaters and the flash tanks
apparently stick/stuck at times further contributing to level biases
and to heater drain pumps starvation and cavitation;

d. Excessive condensate levelstin the "Eu heaters lead to condensing
surface loss contributing to performance losses;

a. Excessive heater condensate levels occasionally lead to condensate
induction and water hamers in "E" heaters' extraction lines; hammering
is also caused when the OE" heaters' levels rise above the drain tank
vent Inlets on the *E" heaters;

f. The heater drain flash tank levels are continuously hunting, contri-
buting to drain pump cavitation, internal volute and rotor damage and
increased maintenance.

The following outlines the recomended solution (see Figure 10(b.)):

1. Since drain pump Integrity depends on relatively constant fluid level
in the heater drain flash tanks and NPSH, the duty of the tanks should
be relegated to that of heater drain pump, suction volume tanks;

-34-



(a) heater flash tank system P2 > PI

from higher pressure
and temperature shellId -

vapor and cascaded

tank vent
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Figure M~a. Heater Drain Flash Tank Systems. Desiqns.
and Modified Systems. Allen Station
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b.. heater drain pumP suction volume tank system
as modified.

I-",- ------------- ----

extraction
steam

0m

feedwater line (l.p.)

high level dump to
condenser

Figure lob. Heater Drain Flash Tank System
Designs, and Mndified Systems, Allen Station
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2. All flashing heater drains from "D" heaters should go directly into the
OE" heaters through drain inlet nozzles with proper impingement protec-
tion provided in the "E" heaters;

3. Drain lines between 'E" heaters and the pump suction volume tanks must
be increased In size;

4. The check valves between the "E" heaters and the pump suction volume
tanks must be removed as they serve no design function and if they
stick, can cause heater shell level related problems and pump cavita-
tion or total starvation;

5. Heater drain pump, suction volume tanks should potentially be increased
in diameter, not necessarily in height, to provide greater capacitance
for the level controller function, possibly by adding level control
belly bands to the tanks if necessary.

The effect of the preceeding is to bias saturation pressures up slightly in the
"E" heater shells above tank pressures. Retaining the tank vents as originally
designed will almost equalize saturation pressures between the heaters and tanks.

Since level controllers are mounted on the tanks, level will not be biased up in

the tanks. Reducing average level in the =E" heaters will increase average

condensation surface in the heaters, increasing heater performances. Increasing
tank diameters, cascading "D' heater flashing drain effluents directly to "E'
heaters, enlarging the "E" heater-to-tank drain line sizes, and removing the "E"
heater drain line check valves will stablilize both "En heater levels and the

heater drain pump, suction volume tank levels. Additional consideration should

be given to dumping drain pump discharge recirculation flows into the 'E" heaters.

The preceeding design change recomendations are viable alternatives for setting
up any drain or flashing drain effluent tank which supplies heater drain pump

suction head and flash vapor to a heater shell. The overall effect of heater

drain pump suction volume tank level stabilization should further supply constant
pump NPSH, reducing pump failures and maintenance.

An additional design problem which can lead to loss of heater drain pump suction,

and subsequently pump damage, involves piping emergency high level "E" heater

condensate dumps to condensers off pump suction lines between drain tanks and
pump suctions (see Figure 10 (a.)). Unless the drain tank drain line is substan-

tially oversized between the tank and condensate dump takeoff mnd reduced in size

downstream of the takeoff, a low pressure region can be induced in the pump
suction piping leading to loss of NPSH or equivalent drains subcooling on actua-
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tion of the dump controller. It is preferable that the condensate dumps be taken
directly off the "E" heater shell. Where tank capacitance is low these dumps
should definite)y be taken off the heater shell, not the tank.

Benefits are multiple. Enlarging the tank drain line past the point where dumps
are carried off still leaves some potential for creation of inadequate NPSH or
loss of subcooling effects via low pressure region induction in pump suction
piping. Just as bad, it leaves a high volume piping leg above the pump suction

inlet. Subsequently, loss of overpressure in the heater and tank during rapid
load reductions or unit trips causes flashing of the large volume of condensate

standing in the large diameter pipe above the pump suction leading to extended,
unnecessary pump cavitation and damage. By taking emergency dumps off the tank,
where tank capacitance allows, or the heater shell in a saturation region, the

condensate is allowed to change phase at the fluid surface in the tank or shell
prior to entering the pump suction line or eeergency dump line during loss of

overpressurization events. The suction line should be sized with a Froude number

large enough to allow for two phase flow during sudden loss of turbine load and

shell or tank depressurization.



Attachment 2

October 3, 1984 RECEIVED

4 '84

MEMO TO FILE NU~lL,. .... ,CAtMAINTENANCE

Subject: McGuire Nuclear Station
Unit #1 - Secondary Side
"C" Feedwater Heaters and Drain Tank Systems
MC-252.20, 259.35, 209.08, 209.06

Re: Memo to file, same subject, dated September 19, 1984

Change September 19, 1984, memo in three places, due to error, as
follows:

Page 1 - Change 14.1 PSI to 2.6 PSI

Page 2 - Change 35 PSI to 6.5 PSI

Page 4 - Change 2.33 PSI/ft. of differential level to
2.31 ft of H2 0 =IPSI

Based on these corrections only a 2.6 PSI differential pressure is
required to flood "C" heater drain tank vent inlet to "C" heater,
and only a 6.5 PSI differential is required to flood "C" heater steam
inlet.

Thomas G. Haynes

Fossil Maintenance

TGH/rgw

cc: P. H. Barton - Nuclear Operations
G. W. Hallman - Nuclear Maintenance
M. D. McIntosh - McGuire
T. F. Wyke - D/E MN
B. L. Peele - D/E MN
D. H. Gabriel - Nuclear Maintenance
Pete Herran - D/E MN

W. C. Barker - Nuclear Maintenance
C. H. Favor - D/E MN
Dave McGinnis - McGuire
John Silver - McGuire
Dennis Bumgardner - McGuire
Eric Reid - McGuire



Attachment 3

CRAMER & LINDELL ENGINEERS, INC.
277 WEST MAIN STREET,NIANTIC,CT. 06357-0600

TEL.1(203)739-3767 OR 739-8031

DAMAGED TUBE/CONDITION REPORT

Client Z14A- 7 's~~C~DTCR No. 21,~-1
Facility Date ~ ~

Unit No. H eat Exc hangeZýý ,LV o

General Condition oe Heat Exchanger______ 7___ ,

%*0-0 " 01a,4. Ago 7C... Cya~e- 7-edaao ._4ss- 7ýeneie- by

T 7ri5 i anr Aur 7,9 a 7o '4u e7nY.

-rid X:¶ Xoe o W-c.-J0 Pe,-ef /4?e- t f dc- - -'e

Possible corrective Action/Tube PlugginqQ6D.1trvc I?

Note: .Attach copy of tubesheet -layout and strip charts as
applicable to illustrate the damage. Identify by a
listing any tubes suggested for plugging.

Examiner's Signature, Date .4 46-z':_;

Project manager*~~ Dat



TABLE I

EMDT CUARIT INSFEMCTKOIN M ARY - MCGUIREIF~EC•?ATED HEATERS_

I 4 I Id /A' I" /6'/

TOTAL. Iuou (Il-TGees) - - - - IIY -FV - ,I¶

STRAZIIIT LZNGTRS IMSPECTED Z8 w 1W 5 5130 Z~ tsr Y lz ' -* Z1 7 /r7 ,~I____

TUBES BECOMOINGUM DV KIW ECTS 3 3 I
60% & GREATER WALL LOSS ___ I

30T63&LLS 7 Z 5 : I 2 o • _• . _5-301 TO3 0% WALLS, 3. LL35/

5rEWS•Ir TuICED TUBES o IcI 0oI99I z f a 0 a __

NCMEDDTO PLUG j~ I __ __ __ __

h'r bC ' oP ~ g (Ct.,gL 7T 11
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EDDY CURRENT STRIP~ CHAlRT R~ECORDS

ICUSTOliER:j~ 7~~? S ITE: A4  6i, 4-

1W(IT 1: / COMIPONENT: B''~7)I / UN D L E/*A, O ~ e

PRINTED IN U.5.A

I f

A-1

Tub e llimcPt A IX: kft1IiI

C I i I It Los I

No. L I tct Ia) tihateI~u I hp.jhs Lac-i. 119111 ~ COMMENTS
fn Di. L toa i.o: Di,'. Ilault ticl Div.Jlq tiaYdv#6r ___________________



EODOY CURRENT STRIP CHART RECORDE

CSTOMER:j7 ~ [ SITE: /~e6z~~

FuluIT a: / COMPONENT:hl Il-rf!j 1, 4 -ZBUNDLE 5 .J--7

-n

c
;n

Tube 14lccept #*'I)C- .4,7fozi$:$:Ie¢ •c 1ILL Loss %
No.- t~I~jtci lI•pt .•l Low -lapl. hle L•w- hpl. ?lase Loci- COMMENTSties_ pit. J1S1tie Diof. 44111 tFo' -- /y 401,

05- -74/0 C.) _____,
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EDDY CURRENT STRIP CHART RECORDS

CSOER:j?~ SITE / 4 c 67.,e

WilT1: / cotpOHENT:h , 1,9ý/', Z!7p? /,Z. UNDLE

7~e&4'ez 7

'-I

c:

mrn

Tube 11itcpt Af' c I M Lto SIKm
_S_--p-ct- •ILL LQSS

No lteJct ISPI. rkale Lock- hipl. PIm Lock- hpi. t•ese Lowa- COMMENTS
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Attachment 4

McGuire Nuclear Station
Feedwater Heater 2A2
Photo Log and Notes

October 6 & 9, 1990

Thomas G. Haynes - PPHX



T.G. Haynes
10/6 & 9/90

Photo Log and Notes
DPCo MNSO0
Heater 2A2

Photos 1-6
Bundle Skid Pipe(s) Separation at Top of Drain Cooling
Zone (DCZ), 6' 5" Above Tubesheet, Near 00
Notes: Poor attachment of skid bar(s) to DCZ shroud, and

cracked and separated circumferential butt splice
weld of pipe(s) at top of DCZ location. Water
marks on tubes indicate relatively appropriate
liquid level was maintained in operation. Welds
between segments of skid pipes were not full
penetration, merely a bead overlay of separation
line between pipe segments. Lower 4" segments
appear flattened against DCZ and have been
scabbed out on side(s) toward DCZ. No damage to
DCZ shroud evident.

Photo 7

Cold Pass Tie Rod at About 3150 Near Top of DCZ
Notes: This tie rod and similar tie rod at about 450

showed no breakage or separation at this or
higher locations. Bundle may have been rocking
from 1800 to 00 and vice versa about the points
of attachment of these rods. Could not determine
if broken.

Photos 8-11
Steam and MSR Drain Inlet Shell Liners - 8S
NI[a0 : All shell liners are inappropriately attached to

shell at corners and along circumferential edges.
Plates should be attached along longitudinal
edges only. Welds should not break corners,
stopping 3/8" to 1/4" before reaching corners.
Plates can be stiffened by breaking into multiple
longitudinal segments. Plates are also under-
sized as evidenced by erosion patterns adjacent
them. Line-of-sight and ricochet criterton
should cover 3-4 times as much shell inner sur-
face at each inlet.

Photos 12 & 14
Magnetite Plate Out on Shell I.D. At or Near Support 8B
Notes: Indicitative of extensively elevated liquid level

in shell at time of unit shutdown and/or cool-
down, as point of temperature deposition of
magnetite was passed through. An elevated liquid
level in shell(s) during startup(s) or shut-
down(s) could have acted as a hydraulic piston
when swelling occurred (at loss of extraction
overpressure-shutdown) or if flashing MSR drains
were admitted beneath water level (at startup or
any other time shell was partially flooded),



DPCo MNS01 Page 2
PhotoLog

leading to damage to support structure, which
would be additive at each support plate through
support bars, resulting in breakage of tie rods
and/or skid pipes.

Photo 13 (View From Right Edge)
View of Central Vent Duct-To-Support Plate Attachment
Weld Thru Centerline of Bundle
Notes: No cracks of these welds (duct attached to each

support plate) could be seen visually, however,
while holesawing a central vent duct bypass in
another "A" heater (2A1 or 2A3) a mechanic turned
up one of these welds laying loose on top of a
support.

Photos 15-a,
Vent System Branch Duct Located Below MSR Drain Inlet at
900
UDJoes: First 900 elbow off branch duct is perforated in

top of elbow, which operates above normal liquid
level. Elbow and branch duct are right below a
MSR drain inlet. Perforation of these carbon
steel elbows usually occurs from I.D. to O.D.
Proximity of MSR drain probably expedited failure
from O.D. Note compressive bowing of cold pass
tube to left in background above DCZ. Bowing
caused by support structure and tube binding
somewhere above and more rapid growth of tube(s)
than structure. MSR drain inlet impingement
plate and its support bars can be seen in top
left of photo 17. Elbow & piping should be re-
placed with 3000tt socket welded elbow and .120"
stainless steel tube or pipe. Branch duct should
be shielded with stainless steel.

System Branch Duct Located at Same Elevation at

Duct nor elbow perforated. When dust was brushed
off elbow it was polished and black from conden-
sate cascadance down through bundle. No MSR
inlet above duct. Branch duct is okay but tubing
and elbows should be replaced as above.

Photo__0
Vent
2700

Photos 20. 21_=d_22
MSR Drain Inlet Impingement Plate at 0O (20-Bottom, 21-
Center, 22-Top)
Notes: Photo 20 shows bent support bar behind plate,

which is allowing plate to contact first row of
tubes behind it in operation. Photo 21 indicates
right center of plate is also bowed into tubes.
Photo 22 shows localized condensate polishing,
erosion and pitting of skid bar(s) (typical to



DPCo MNSO0 Page 3
Photo Log

both skid bars) due to erosive flow at MSR inlet
(condensate and'flash steam mixed). First row of
tubes may need to be plugged to avoid inservice
failures. Skid pipes should be shielded to avoid
erosion, longterm.

Photos 23-2.a
Main Steam Inlet Area at 1800
Notes: Inlet impingement plate is undersized,-leading to

erosion and polishing of tubing and erosion of
support bars. Wash pattern and erosion of tubing
could have been contributed to by excessive steam
flows to heater caused by poor venting of up-
stream bundles.

Photo 27 (Upside Down)
Erosion to Bundle Under Steam lnlet at 1800

Photo 2Q
Photo Down Center Line of Hot Pass Side of Bundle Above
Steam Inlet at 1800
NoIQ: Condensate dam strips are undersized (approx.

1 1/2" to 2" tall) and do not extend far enough
around bundle. Strips should be about 4" tall
and extend 1800 around bundle centered on steam
inlet. Bundle also lacks hot pass - cold pass
segregation at/near bundle centerline. This
allows steam to diffuse into bundle-condensing
zone (CZ) 3600 around bundle, partially defeating
manufacturer's centralized vent duct design.
Design of CZ is poor by state-of-the-art vertical
heater design standards. Some bowing of tubes
can be seen between supports in photo.

Photo of MSR Drain Inlet Area at 900
Note: Indicates proximity of 900 MSR inlet to vent

system branch duct and elbow/piping.

P 30 (Upside Down)
MSR Drain Inlet Impingement Plate at 900 (Side View)
Notes: Plate bows into bundle approximately 5/8" near

bottom from thrust deflection of plate and its
three support bars. May eventually cause tube
failures. (See also Photo 36).

Photo 31
Bent Tie Rod/Support Bar in Condensing Zone at About
1200 Above Support 6B jj.Qte: Typical of CZ support bars
indicating force was transmitted thru bar, compressing

it. This force transmittal is the probable cause
of failure of the tie rods, at the uppermost
support plate (lOC) located at about 1200, 1600,
2000 and 2400.



DPCo MNSO1 Page 4
Photo Log

The CZ bundle tie rod/spacer bowing is seen prin-
cipally above the steam inlet, between plates 7B-
8B, 8B-9C and 9C-10C. This indicates most of the
force transmittal took place between plates 7B
and lOC.

Photo of Skid Pipe and MSR Inlet Impingement Plate From
Side - From About 450 Position
Note: No notable distortion of plate or skid pipes.

Photo Q3

CZ Below Steam Inlet
Nokte: Support bars are straight but tube(s) are bowed.

Probably caused by binding of tubes in plate lOC
as it moved up into U-bends after tie rod
breakage.

CZ Between 8B and 9C at About 2200 to 2300
&iote: Some support rod bowing and erosion

CZ At 5B
NotQ~t: No notable bowing. Tubes sliding okay in support

F!1Q1_DL.2 (Upside Down)
CZ at 900 MSR Drain Inlet Impingement Plate (Top)
N•ktja: No noticeable deflection at top of plate (see

also Photo 30).

CZ Support Bar Erosion Above Steam Inlet

CZ Between Skid Pipes, Looking Up From Bottom at About
3300
Note: Tubes all relatively straight due to rigidity of

bundle on skid pipe side.

Photo 09-41
Measuring Climb of Plate 1OC Into U-Bend Tangents on Hot
Pass Side of Bundle Centerline

joste: Intended function is to show that support plate
lOC did start out approximately 1 3/4" below U-
bend tangents. It had been indicated that
original position of 1OC was at the U-bend
tangent points. Measurement proved otherwise.

Photoa 42-47 d__ho __5-
Separation of Tie Rods Just Below 1OC Plate at About
1200, 1600. 2000 and 2400 In Hot Pass
Nbhate: Indicated separation of two tie rod ends every-

where broken about 2 1/2" to 4 1/4" depending on



DPCo MNSO1 Page 5
Photo Log

how far from bundle centerline tie rod was
located. Extensive marking of tubing in hori-
zontal lines at and above original location of
10C indicates thermal growth racheting. of lOC
plate by tubing. At the outermost extremity of
10C (hot pass) the plate has been wedged up into
the tubing U-bend tangent points, causing the
tubing to crimp above the plate on the centerline
side (worst) and below the plate on the outer hot
pass extremity side. All or most U-bend tangents
are crimped and/or severely stressed. This will
lead to stress cracking and set up a perfect
tubing condition for TGSCC. All that is needed
now is for a corrodent to be introduced.

Photo4•
Top of Bundle on Cold Pass Side Near Skid Pipes and
Bundle Roller
N•_a: Rigidity of skid pipe/plate structure has not

allowed 10C plate to move as far into cold pass
side of U-bend tangents.

Photo 555

Support Bar Removed Between 9C and 10C Plates at About
1600 Laying Along Edge of W.E. Smith's Desk
_ote: Indicated bow of support bar about 1/4" to 1/2"

from left to right.

Throat of Steam Inlet Piping Indicating Some Erosion of
Elbow

Photos 57 & _i
Drain Outlet Nozzles and Piping Downstream of 2AI (Photo
57) and 2A3 (Photo 58)
NoQ: Confirms piping schematics, which indicated 12"

nozzles reduced to 6" piping, which is feeding
both 6" normal drains (toward camera) and 6"
emergency drains (away from camera, to con-
denser). Piping bottleneck will cause flashing
in "T"s, water/vapor hammer of normal and
emergency drain lines (when both are actuated),
line capacity loss in normal and emergency drain
lines due to (2) two-phase flow upstream of
control valves, and loss of proper liquid level
control function. Similar to problems corrected
in fossil plants beginning in 1982 at Belews
Creek. Exists also at other nuclear stations.

Thomas .Han ,Owner
MiPX



Attachment 5

McGuire Nuclear Station
Feedwater Heater 2A2

Shellpull Inspection Photos

October 6 & 9, 1990

By: Thomas G. Haynes
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HTR TRAIN I

2ND STACE lA-- k-r-
REHEAT

DRAIN TK. IA2 •---

H. P. TURBINE ' H

EXTRACTION L~
(COMMON)

CM3

1ST STAGE IAl C >
REHEAT

DRAIN TK. 1A2 .----4[4-•

I i

I' MAIN

f ~~..CONDENSER
-- ; - J- 22 -

xI

L~~6 / "• ''- . .

HTR TRAIN 3"

LP-HTR-1A3
LP-HTR-lB3
LP-HTR-1C3

HTR DR TK-1C3

.HTR DR PMP-1C3

TO MN COND-1C

MSR DR TKS
(1cI-tc2)

REHEAT DR TKS
(IC1-IC2)

1I41STURE
SEPARATOR
DRAIN TKI.

HEATERS A.B,C DRAIN
SYSTEM (KW)

1. HTR DRAIN TRAINS 2, 3
SIMILAR TO #1 TRAIN
SHOWN

2. THE MOISTURE SEPARATOR
AND REHEAT DRAIN TKS TO
HTR TRAINS 2 AND 3 ARE
1BI, 1B2/lCI, 1C2 RESP.

MC-CIfl--r•i-2 DATE: 062184

MC-1596-2 'r76Ii73

DRAWN : DDB 1APP: UNG

r1

0)I0
MAIN

CONDENSER
1A

79
- FEEDWATER PUMP SUCTION

(COMMON TO ALL 3 TRAINS) TRAINING USE ONLY

F



2"21 ZZ/73
R-. d . 11-8-73 DUKE COMPANY

F!EOW,, , HEATERS
SPECIFICATION SHEET

Southwestern Engine, Company
File: 28319

April Z1, 2971

Attach•rent Ba.
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Rev, 2 212- 73
Retyped 1 1-8-73

DUKE POWl "FANY

FEEDWATER HEATERS
SPECIFICATION SHEET

Southwestern Engince ri' 'ornmpany
Filc: Z8319
April 2l, 1971

U

J
Attachment 8b.

j



Refyj 11-8-173
DUKE POWE IAN

FEEDWATE;. -ATER$
SPECIF~rcATION SHEET

SOulhwestern En, ýrng Cm~~
File: 28319 opn

April 16, 1971

n

j Attachnment 3c.



R ,. 4 I j- 73

R-vpv8 1 1-8-73

OUKE M OýKFANY

FEEDWATER HEATERS

SPECSFICATION SHEETI

Southwestern Eng ieering Corr
File: Z8319
April 16, 1971

V

Attachment 8d.
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Re-v d- 71.-73
P, z-.ai:-73
Re $yp,±d 11,-0-73

DUKE P'C COM"PANY
FEEDA. . HEATERS

SPECIFICATION HEECT

Southwestern Engin.ering Cnrnz
Fle- 28319

April 16, ]971

r

Attachment Be.
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.tev. 3 - 3/2ŽC/7•4

DUKE ?Cý OMPANY

FEEDWA1- .IEATERS
SPECIFICAT!ON SHEET

Sou:hwev8;e rr, ýn•ineering
File: Žb319
April 16, 1971
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Attachment Sf.
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7-2- DUKE POW MPANY

FEEDWATER iEATERS

SPECIFICATION SHEET
File: Z8319

April 16, 1971

t.orrp.r ~
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L
Attachment 8g.
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Attachment 9a.

HNS UNIT ONE - FEEDWATER TEMPERATURE RISE ACROSS HEATER STRINGS

File: IHTRRISE.WKI

(PRJ - 1019/90)

f*f TAT Test Cycle 1O0X Power Run it ff,

. /7I1 OF

17.1F

6 Heaters:
'F Heaters:
E Heaters:
0 Heaters:
C Heaters:
B Heaters;
A Heaters:

Inlet Outlet I
Temp Temp Temp Rise T

166.5 57.5
.9 208.1 43.2

209.1 260.1 51.0
260.1 294.7 34.6
294.7 360.9 66,2
362.5 401.5 39.0
4t01.5 r • tD n o

Potential problem with DI Drain Cooler

4*1

nlet
elp /

171.] 56.6 81 Out = 0
207.1 38,5 Fl Out = 0

3q5).,J 5•,

V•5, •,

7A. ,•',u F••,, •-16 •'
moo

- # I #

'Cu

35T1~

F
I

-. -

- d7o.'~ * 74.1

b*

- qo 0

ii * 1 'P

..=4e-7 ID

/2.nrSE7ýý

S-:ZI .-

-- -)xr.I, Z" 7 ~~jj ~ ~ ~ qx cc 0 ieu-V 4  41'

, t o C)L-TPJ~

'T& q -,' 1°4

-- 1t , C - T S,"C r ' A, " , : -IB.'C?.



Attachment 9b.

MNS UNIT TUO - FEEDWATER TEMPERATURE RISE ACROSS HEATER STRIN6S

File: 2HTRRISE.WKI

(PRJ - 10/9/90)

fff TAT Test Cycle 100% Power Run II 'ff *01 8/22190 Data fff

6 Heaters:
F Heaters:
E Heaters:
D Heaters:
C Heaters:
B Heaters:
A Heaters:

Inlet
Temp

105.4
165.8
207.6
261,1
294.0
361.4
400.3

Outlet Inlet Outlet
Temp Temp Rise Terp Temp Teap Rise

166.0 60.6 120.5 168.1 4..6 G2 Out = 155.9 f
208.8 43.0 167.7 208.6 40.,
261.• 53.5 208,1 259.6 5
294.0 32.9 . 293•2 333.6
358.3 64.3 2?3.;3 355.2 621.4 C3 Out =339.6 t
400.3 38.9 :359.7 399., 39.

' Not included in Aq Outiet 7emp



McGuire Nuclear Station
"A" or "B" F.W. Heater

(as exists)

Impingement
Plate

CZ

Steam -___)U.L Lu -
Inlet Plate

_HLL (actuates emer. drns.)

Condensing - DCZ -
Zone -may encounter vibration and/

or erosion damage, and flash-
ing which may initiate in

NLL DCZ or back up into DCZ from
piping due to increased vel-
locity and tube drag near
DCZ outlet

Normal Drn.

Dead Control Vlv.

Zone DownstreamZone ~Normal ---

DZ 12" Drain Drains /'
/Outlet / •

-Z I~ Nozzle / •
DZ Support 161 "

Plate (8,6 "B"'

/ • /•/•as a result

___________of pressure6 loss/velocity
Tubesheet 12" x 6"1 6 increase

Reducer in 1T11

(1 6" x -"(8" - "B")

Flow
F.W. Outlet /F.W. Inlet Emergency

Drains

Control Vlv.
Downstream

Attachment 10
Flashing In Normal and Emergency Drain Lines As A Result

Of Improperly Sizing Piping and "T"s Downstream of Drain Outlets
Or Failure To Split Normal and Emergency Flow Through Seperate Nozzles

T. Haynes - PPHX
in/ir /Qn



McGuire Nuclear Station
"A" or "B" F.W. Heater

Impingement
Plate

Cz
Suonort
Plate

(as modified)

Steam
Inlet

HLL (actuates emer. drns.)

Condensing
Zone

Normal Drn.
Control Vlv.

Downstream

Normal
Drains

6"1
(" - '"B")

Dead
Zone (1 6"-"B"s )

12" Drain Outlet I
Piping and "T" w/
12" x 6" Reducers
Downstream
(1 6" x 8"-T"B"s)DZ Support

Plate

Laminar
Flow

6'' (8"1 "B")

F.W. Outlet F.W. Inlet Emergency Drains

Control Vlv. Downstream
Attachment 11 a.

Properly Designed Normal and Emergency Drains

Single Drain Outlet Nozzle
Downstream of

T. Haynes - PPHX
10/16/90o



Attachment 11 b.
Estimated

Drain Outlet Modification Materials
and Verifications

"A" Heaters -

(3) 450 Outlet Elbows 12"

(3) 2'(+) 12" Pipe Segments
(3) 12" x 12" x 12" Piping "T"s
(6) 12" x 6" Pipe Reducers

Insulation
Insulation Lagging

(3) Pressure Wells
(3) Temperature Wells
Notes:
- Pipe and Hanger Stress Analysis
- Verification From Htr. Mfgr. (S.E.G. Ltd., formerly S.E.Co.) That DCZ

Can Tollerate Full Flow Normal and Emergency Drain
- Verification That Emergency Drain Control Valve Is Set Up To Act As A

Proportional Extension Of Normal Drains Control Valve, Not As A Rapid
Actuating Valve Which Fights Normal Drains Control Valve

- Analysis To Determine If Expansion Loops Downstream Of "T"s In Emer.
Direction Can Be Removed (Vertical Loops In Heater Drain Piping Tend
To Exacerbate Water and Steam Hammer By Allowing Phase Seperation Of
Any Vapor Which Forms In Drain Lines As A Result Of Flashing, Espec-
ially During Trips)

"B" Heaters -

(3) 450 Outlet Elbows 16"

(3) 12" Pipe Segments
(3) 16" x 16" x 16" Piping "T"s
(6) 16" x 8" Pipe Reducers

Insulation
Insulation Lagging

(3) Pressure Wells
(3) Temperature Wells
Notes:
- As Above


